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Field-driven spin reorientation of one-dimensional 
ferromagnet with impurity spin 
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Spin-wav巴impuritylevels in one-dimensional ferromagnets with a single impurity spin are studied 
under an applied field perpendicular to the easy axis. The direction of the magnetization changes 
as a function of the external field， and the energy gap caused by the anisotropy field of dipolar 
interaction vanishes when th巴magnetizationorients to the direction of the applied field. Depending 
on th巴valuesof J' / J， ratio of the stre時thof the exchange integral between impurity spin and the 
hosts， impurity levels are obtained below and above the spin-wave band. 
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Spin-wave impurity states of exchange coupled 
ferromagnets and antiferromagnets containing a sin-
gle impurity spin have been extensively studied 
in the past by the approach suitable for localized 
perturbation.1-4) The method has been applied to 
more complicated casesぅ suchas the study of im-
purity states near the surface of exchange coupled 
semi-infinite ferro-and antiferromagnets， and thin 
films.5) In low-dimensional magnets including thin 
films dipole interactions play a dominant role in 
stabilizing long-range order in ferromagnets6，7) and 
antiferromagnets.8，9) We have studied in a previ-
ous paper (hereafter referred to as 1)the effect of 
the dipole interaction on spin-wave impurity states 
in two-dimensional ferromagnets.lO) In 1 we have 
shown that the anisotropy of the dipolar field re-
moves the degeneracy or causes a mixing of the 
corresponding impurity levels of the case without 
dipole interactions. 
The preferred direction of spins in two-
dimensional dipolar ferromagnets is in-plane， 
whereas a reorientation to a perpendicular phase 
may occur if a perpendicular surface anisotropy ex-
ists and is su伍cientlylarge.ll) Then the spin-wave 
impurity states would reflect the orientation of spins 
through the anisotropic nature of the dipole inter“ 
action. Spin reorientation may also occur by an ap-
plied五eldto the direction different from the easy 
axis. The field-induced spin reorientation in on。
and two-dimensional magnets has been the subjects 
of recent study.12-15) 
In this brief report we consider a one-
dimensional ferromagnet with a single impurity spin 
in an external五eldapplied perpendicular to the easy 
axis. The Hamiltonian Ho of the host spins may be 
written as 
Ho = -f"LS1' S同
Iρ 
+ (gμB)2ゃ JS1'S，: _ 3iTlm . Sz)(Tlm . Sml~ 一一一
2 f; I Tlm 13 1 Tlm 15 J 
-gμBHX L S[， (1) 
where J> 0 is the exchange integral of the hostうTl
the lattice cite， Tlm = Tl-Tm， and p denotes nearest 
neighbors. Here， we have assumed al the spins have 
magnitude Sうandneglect the shift of g-factor of the 
impurity spinヲsothat the dipole interaction in the 
Hamiltonian may be included in the unperturbed 
parts. Due to the dipole interactionぅspinsalign in 
the direction of the chainう zaxis， and an external 
field HX is applied perpendicular to the chainう z
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axis. The perturbation caused by a sing1e impurity 
spin is given by 
Z 
30 
Z' (2) v=一(l-J)乞So・Sρ，
Z 
h 
2 
J where l means the exchange integra1 between the 
impurity spin and its nearest neighbors. 
Since the externa1白e1dis app1ied a10ng the x 
axisうthemagnetization rotates a certain ang1e e as
shown in Fig.l. We introduce a new coordinate z' x' 
by rotating zx p1ane by an ang1e e about y axis: 
X' 
FIG.1. Definition of the orientation angle θ. External field 
h isapplied along the hard axis (x axis). 
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The z' axis of the new system is set to be paralle1 to 
the magnetization direction. Thenぅspinoperators 
are expressed in terms of annihilation and creation 
boson operators， αz and αj う via Ho刷fお刷O叫ls坑耐削t悦凶ein仕吋lト司♂Pri山mak王∞O
transforma叫tion1己6め) 90. 
<:D 60. 
(4) 
St'二 S-dαz，
s+=dhl1-h I . --V - 2S ι? 
町二V2S)1-aJazα! . --V - 2S --1 
h 
30. 
O. 
0 
Substituting Eqs.(3) into Eq.(l) and Eq.(2)， and 
then rewriting them by Eqs. ( 4)within the 1inear 
spin-wave approximationぅweget first-and second-
order terms in the boson representation of the 
Hami1tonian. The first-order terms 1ead to 
FIG.2. Orientation angle ()as a function of the external field 
h for the case with E = 0.5. The value of the critical field hc 
at which the spins r巴orientin the direction of applied field is 
3.606. 
3(gμ8)2S . Il ~ ゴ可示~ω 5予子Sむ以叫叶z{[引トドlト円一-['州f
一号竿旦HX手(αz+α;)， The orientation angle e is determined by vanish-
ing the first幅orderterms of the boson operators: 
(5) 
(7) 
where E = (gμ8)2/(α3J)ぅthemeasure of the strength 
in-1 h 
3ESz(O) ， 
(6) 
where αis the 1attice constantうand
ー ? ?
? ????
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of the dipole interaction， and h = gμBHX /(JS)， the 
scaled strength of the applied field， a吋 sz(O)= 
L1/113 2((3) 2.4041， ( designates the (-
function.17) The orientation angle () as a function 
of h is plotted in Fig.2 for E 0.5. The critical 
field hc at which the magnetization reorients in the 
direction of the external field is 3.606. The angle () 
changes continuously from 0 toπ/2回 his increased 
from 0 to hc， and ()= 7r /2 for h greater than hc 
In order to calculate the impurity levels and 
spin-wave spectra， we introduce a Green function 
Gt".(t)三 (αl(t);α九)) .18)The equation of motion 
for Gtn (t) couples with Gふ(t)= (αj (t);仏)).In 
addition to Gtn (t) and Gふ(t)，one needs Gみ(t)三
(αl(t);αm)) and Gふ(t)三 (αj(t);αm)) as shown 
in 1.10) The equation of motion for these four Green 
functions， after performing a Fourier transform with 
respect to time， can be expressed in a matrix form 
as 
。 。
、? ? ?
?、 、?
， ?
??
?
，?
、 ， ，
?? 、
? ? ?
???
?? ?
?
?
? ?
?????
?
?
????
」
?????
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?????
、
??
↓ ， ?
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where 1 is the unit matrix and matrix elements of 
Ao and Bo， scaled by SJ， are given by 
AO，lm = (2 + h sin ()Dlm一乞Dl，m+p
+E(3cos2 () -1)Sz(0)Dlm 
+E(1-LM2匂 sz(l'-l)Dml" (9) 
??? ?
?
?
?????
?
??
?
? ???? (10) 
Matrix elements of V is given by 
巧m=ç~二 ( DIODmO -DlpDmO 
p 
-DIODmp + DlpDmp)， (11) 
where c = J' / J -1. 
The method to obtain the impurity levels is sim-
ilar to the one developed in 1.10) It is convenient 
to define unperturbed Green functions by setting 
V = 0 in Eq.(8) and replacing the right-hand side 
ofEq.(8) by a simple unit matrix， i.e.， delete 1/(2π) 
and replace -1 by 1. Then， interms of the lattice 
Fourier transform 
G1m (ω)=Lεe~φ(l-m)G(い)，
一 φ
む(l-m)=4ztφ(l-m)州)，ロ)
ト φ
we get unperturbed Green functions GO (仇叫 and
Gu(仇ω)，
+ω十 A(ゆ)Gt(φ，ω)= 
U ¥ .， -I w2 - [A (φ)2-
-B(ゆ)Gu(仇ω)=9ru iw nr i、?1' (13) 
where 
A(ゆω)= 2(ο1一C∞osゆω)+ hs討m
+E可(3c∞OS2 () 一1)片sむ以zバ(仰0)
+判吋州ε仰(ο1一 ; 山 ) む( ゆ)，
B(ゆ)=-L山む(ゆ)，
(14) 
(15) 
where sz(ゆ isthe lattice Fourier transform of 
Eq.(6). The pole ofthe unperturbed Green function 
yields the excitation spectrum of the spin-waves: 
ωφ=VA(ゆ)2-B(ゆ)2. (16) 
Since the unperturbed Green function may be 
written as 
(253253)=(コアJL)-l， 
we can get ful Green functions by operating Eq.(17) 
from the left on Eq.(8)， 
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FIG.3. Plots of the impurity levels as a function of the ex 
ternal field h for E = 0.5. Figures attached to the solid line 
designate the value ofα ニ J'/ J and s and p in the paren-
thesis means the type of impurity levels. Dotted lines mean 
the top and bottom of the spin四waveband. 
(;:;:;) 
(1 -Gt(ω)V δ6(ω)V ¥1 
2π人-Gu(ω)V I+Gム(ω)V) 
× (GJ(ω -G6(ω~) 
Gü (ω -G~(ω) ) 
The energy levels of impurity spin-waves can be cal-
culated from the poles of the full Green function: 
lI GJ(ω)V -Gu(ω)V I ~.;.{ --I~TT I =O. (19) 
Gu(ω)V 1 -Gt(ω)VI 
Herewehavemedtherelatiom GJ(ω) = -Gu(ω) 
and G~(ω) = -Gt(一ω)，By definin 
g;(ω)=去ε…oGま(仰)
一 φ
(η ニ 0，1う2)う
(20) 
2 I 
←一一一一-
α 
FIG.4. Plots of the impurity levels as a function ofα 二 J'/J
for the case with Eニ 0.5and hニ 2.0.
α 
FIG.5. Plots of the impurity levels as a function ofα = J'/J 
for the case with Eニ 0.5and h = 5.0. 
the determinant (19) leading to impurity levels can 
be factorized into s-and p-types according to the 
symmetry with respect to the impurity spin， The 
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s-like impurity levels can be obtained by 
|1-U)-59i(叫 I(¥ 
-~g;(ω1 -~g::-(一ω) I ~ (21) 
with 
i:(ω) = 3g~(ω) -49t(ω)十gi(ω). (22) 
On the othe1' hand， the p-like impurity levels can be 
obtained by 
1 1 叫(ω -~g:;;(ω) 1-n 
-~g五 (ω 1- ~g:(一ω) 1 ~ (23) 
with 
gi(ω) = g~(ω)-gま(ω). (24) 
The impurity levels as a function of the external 
field h isplotted in Fig.3. Dotted lines 1'ep1'esent the 
top and bottom of the spin-wave band. The ene1'gy 
gap at zero-field is caused by the anisot1'opy fieldう
which is in the p1'esent system the dipole-dipole in-
te1'action. In the case with E = 0.5 the magnitude 
of the ene1'gy gap ωG is given from Eq.(16) by wG二
ゾ互Eて B2with A = 2(1-cosrt) +ε(2sz(0)十Sz(ゆ))
and B = 0う leadingto WG 二 3.571whenゆ=0.387. 
Note that it is not always the unifo1'm mode with 
rt O. B 0 comes f1'om the fact that the to-
tal SZ 乞1Sf is a constant of motion of the 
Hamiltonian and then the equation of motion fo1' 
ctn (t) does not couple with Gf:m (t)ぅwhich1'ecov-
e1's the 1'esults shown in Ref.17. The magnitude 
of the gap dec1'eases as h is inc1'eased and goes to 
ze1'o just at the 1'eo1'ientation field hC1 and then in-
c1'eases as h is inc1'eased fo1'm hc. The magnitude 
of the gap at h = hc is given byωG ゾ互玄士豆吉
with A 二 2(1-c∞osゆω)+ hc一ぞ(いSz(仰0)+ Sむz(ゆω)/2an 
B = -3E臼Sむz(ゆ引)/2ラthus the gap ω G vanishes fo1' the 
unifo1'm mode withゆ=O. When α= J'/J = 2.5 
both s-like and p-like levels appea1' above the spin-
wave bandヲwhilefo1' α= -2.0うwhe1'ethe impurity 
spin couples antife1'romagnetically with the neibor 
ing hostsぅonlyp-like level appea1's below the spin-
wave band. On the othe1' handうfo1'α二 Oぅwhe1'ethe 
impurity spin couples with hosts by only th1'ough 
the dipole-dipole inte1'actionsう the1'eappea1' s-like 
and p-like levels below the spin-wave band fo1' the 
field weake1' than the 1'eo1'ientation field hc・
In Fig.4 impurity levels a1'e plotted fo1' E = 0.5 
and h = 2.0 as a function of α二 J'/Jうandin Fig.5 
fo1' h二 0.5.In both cases when αhas small 01' neg-
ative valueう boths-and p-like levels appea1' below 
the spin-wave bandうwhileαis positive they appea1' 
above the spin-wave band. 
In this b1'ief 1'epo1't we have calculated the impu-
1'ity levels as a function of the exte1'nal自eldapplied 
pe1'pendicula1' to the easy axis in one-dimensional 
dipola1' fe1'1'omagnet. We have studied in p1'evious 
pape1's19) the impurity states in one-dimensional an-
tife1'romagnet and found that degene1'ate s-and p-
like modes appea1'ed above the spin-wave band with-
out dipola1'五ledsplit into s-and p-type levels due to 
a mixing ofα-and β-magnons. The 1'eorientation ef-
fect induced by an applied field along the ha1'd axis 
would yield inte1'esting 1'esults fo1' one-dimensional 
antife1'romagnets with impurity spin due to the ex-
istence of α-and β-magnons. 
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